
Dear Climate Scientists 2016/12/4.5,9

It is not politician,but doctor(scientists), only who can declare
patient(climate worsened)to urgently go to hospital surgery room !!.

Dear Climate Science Researchers..
Motoji Suzuki(web climate Surveyer*APPENDIX_1)

[１]：Who must declare climate fact !!!.
At first,I beg your generosity to tell you in rather rude saying.The logic is as follows.

It is not politician,but doctor(scientists), only who can declare patient(climate worsened)

to urgently go to hospital surgery room !!.

So far my survey on official global climate meeting,or official climate institutes in website,

I could not find any passionate declaring on imminent climate emergency,but except those

who has been warning Arctic Methane Catastrophe(NGO).

To tell from beginning,the IPCC never confess the deadly situation of Arctic Methane.

Thereby,I could not help,but to tell climate science society has been betraying us of all !!.

Also I had known terrible suppression against climate science society by the oil merchant.

However once again you must recognize own decisive mission to save this world.

Above all,time for fixing may be not too much !!!!,it is which that claim urgent global climate
wartime declaration*). However it’s too late is lie,so long as intercepting Methane
Catastrophe in Arctic,which has been hiding by IPCC.Or it is it that is emergency.

Hereupon,in USA,stunning presidency election had occurred,that is Mr Donald.John.Trump

the rare paradoxical person. At first,also you should solve his paradox,as for which,the

global established media(pro Clinton)still has been accusing him bigot.

He had been accused as climate denier till the election,however it may be his secret survival

strategy against the Satanism Ruling World.So long as,a person who pretend moron never

be politically assassinated in the Satanism World. However once he is to appear to

genuine,the situation is also turned. Thereby,it is nothing,but massive supporting that could

save the world. **Satanism :People are dividend to those who rule and who are ruled.

*wartime declaration In recent global websites,those are not few who begun warning on

coming WWⅢ between USA & Russia.However,it is very curious,there is no decisive

imminent cause between USA & Russia to launch WWⅢ. Certainly the awful warfare in

Syria is unprecedented ,however could it really be the decisive global cause ??.



Even as it were so,there is still hidden but supreme cause to launch WWⅢ.

It is nothing,but the climate worsened year by years toward global extinction by methane

catastrophe, which could not be hidden by any more.The necessity of WWⅢ may be at

here(hiding climate catastrophe). It is the most fear of Rockefeller the global emperor-the oil

merchant who has been intercepting substantial climate fixing. Actual and substantial

climate fixing could not be global revolution to turn the current regime of Rockefeller Empire.

It is their supreme hate against turning their ruling regime that once had created

paradoxical Russian Revolution and NAZIS establishing.

The Global Ruling Structure(2016)_How to Engineering toward Accomplishing Global

Stability .

http://www.geocities.jp/sqkh5981g/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-t

oward-Accomplishing-Global-Stability.pdf

[２]：Coming new presidency in USA and Climate.
To tell conclusion at first,I wish American must strongly support the Trump Presidency.

Unless your strong support,they would have become substantial planet terminator at last !!.

(A)Trump's View on Climate??. .....

At NY times interviews(2016/11/23),he has not been climate denier anymore.

However he told in curious way of no strong confidence.

http://www.newsday.com/news/nation/trump-sees-some-human-role-in-climate-change-1.1

2652686

"I think there is some connectivity," he said. "Some, something. It depends on how much."

That's a significant shift from Trump's past statements that climate change is a "hoax"

perpetrated by the Chinese to make U.S. manufacturing less competitive.

*Despite his public stance as a politician, there is evidence that Trump the billionaire

businessman was already hedging his bets. Earlier this year, the Trump International Golf

Links and Hotel in Ireland cited the threat of sea-level rise in a permit application

to build a nearly two-mile-long stone wall between it and the Atlantic Ocean.

Trump hands out supplies to flood victims.

http://www.infowars.com/video-trump-hands-out-supplies-to-flood-victims/

(B)Climate Scientist's View on Trump Presidency.
Climate science society has been considering Trump as climate denier.

http://www.geocities.jp/sqkh5981g/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-toward-Accomplishing-Global-Stability.pdf
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Fast It Could Be 'Game over', Scientists Warn, 2016/11/10

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/climate-change-game-over-global-warming-cli

mate-sensitivity-seven-degrees-a7407881.html

.......Climate Change May Be Escalating So And US President-elect Donald Trump has

said he will rip up America’s commitments to the fight against climate change.

Professor Michael Mann, of Penn State University in the US, who led research that

produced the famous hockey stick”graph showing how humans were dramatically

increasing the Earth’s temperature,told The Independent the new paper appeared "sound

and the conclusions quite defensible".“And it does indeed provide support for the notion

that a Donald Trump presidency could be game over for the climate,” he wrote in an email.

“If Trump makes good on his promises, and the US pulls out of the Paris [climate] treaty,

it is difficult to see a path forward to keeping warming below those levels.”

(C)In author’s opinion,both Trump and climate scientists have good chance to turn each

view toward making strong ally.Because the his curious way of telling(NY times)indicates

necessary of supporter to make strong confidence on climate policy. Thereby,as for the

scientists,it is unprecedented decisive chance to declare deadly climate fact toward

establishing emergent global climate wartime regime.

(D)It is not politician,but doctor(scientists), only who can declare patient(climate
worsened)to urgently go to hospital surgery room !!.
Sometimes,things become upside down.Without confidence may be not Trump,but the

scientists side.

So far authors survey on climate policy making in these 10 years by website(he is amateur),

the real trouble cause may be not ignorant politicians,but scientists who could not decisively

declare the deadly climate fact for decades.Also author had known strong interference on

scientists by the oil industry with business society and with government. However,they must

once again recognize own decisive mission to save this world. Now the global mass climate

engineers(renewable energy,....,Arctic Cooling Engineering)has been waiting for !!!.

At now,there may be nothing,but Trust and Bet their Best Endeavoring !!!!!,

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/climate-change-game-over-global-warming-climate-sensitivity-seven-degrees-a7407881.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/climate-change-game-over-global-warming-climate-sensitivity-seven-degrees-a7407881.html


[３]：Letter to Union of Concerned Scientists in USA.
This is letter to Union of Concerned Scientists USA).It is nothing,but only urgent global

declaration of climate wartime regime that could accomplish effective Climate Fixing !!.

Overwhelming Judgment by Science(President B.Obama)
 Urgent Decision on the Climate Task.
Are these(1)(2) right or wrong ??.

I can not help,but ask you and your staffs to urgently decide the Climate Task.

It is scientists hesitation not to declare climate wartime toward global public

that has been causing confusion in people and political chaos at now

and that would have caused climate hell world toward global mass extinction !!.

(1)urgent more than 80%CO2 cut to stop the rise of more than 0.5℃(in the average
value).
In very coarse estimation by Suzuki,this is not impossible,however it could not help,but be

bitter life for people for the time being,however it is the bitter life that could accelerate

rapid,good and many inventions.

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf


(2)Urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering to stop Methane Catastrophe in the Ocean.
Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.htmlFortun

ately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,

produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic

for modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.

This type of cooling could be replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater

droplets when the technology is

ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.

＊red characters are by author.

Note World military budget＝1.7  /ｙ,World Oil spending 26  /ｙ !!

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

Truly yours

To be or not to be Planet Terminator,the supreme decision on Climate

http://www.geocities.jp/sqkh5981g/To-be-or-not-to-be-Planet-Terminator_the-supreme-deci

sion-on-Climate..pdf

Trump became next president,who is friendly with Putin,so the Hell of Syria must be soon

settled without WWⅢ , however both are climate deniers at now.In peace established world,

the deadly climate could not help to be ,but the highest priority task !!!.

Above all,East Siberian Arctic Shelf is facing imminent Methane Catastrophe Risk !!!.

Not only both nations,but also other nations must take urgent actions with together !!!!!.

The Global Ruling Structure(2016)_How to Engineering toward Accomplishing Global

Stability .

http://www.geocities.jp/sqkh5981g/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-t

oward-Accomplishing-Global-Stability.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reac

tion.pdfhttp://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-

Solution-Reaction.pdf
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gutvv1@dc4.so-net.ne.jp

http://www.777true.net/

tel 046-843-2271

Workshop on Contemporary Issues and B Wave Technology

editor:motoji-SUZUKI. 

 239-0813,1-2-5,Kamoi,Yokosuka-city,Kanagawa,Japan.

PS:In the global established media(pro Mrs Clinton),they accused Mr Trump is bigot,

Those who trust such word bigot don't know well about too dangerous political situation of

USA, where hidden political assassination is not rare( NAZIS reincarnated nation by

operation paper clip).*NAZIS reincarnated power is usually called Military Industry

Media-CIA complex in USA.In order to deceive enemy,at first,begin to deceive own

friend<Sun Tzu,ancient China strategist>

Mr Trump is rare bravery and justice person,trust and support him strongly with truth to turn

him climate fighter !!, Or they would have become planet exterminator in coming 4years

term. however Mrs Clinton agent of the NAZIS regime is more dangerous to trigger WWⅢ to

hide climate catastrophe. Note Mrs Clinton is the madame of Rockefeller Family(the oil

emperor EXXON-MOBIL).Mrs Clinton was officially climate non-denier,however it is

they(EXXON-MOBIL)who has been intercepting substantial climate actions.

In a conspiracy(deception)world,sometimes,things become upside down !!.Their friendship

between V.Putin Russia and D.J.Trump USA is at there to stop WWⅢ. It is told that

V.Putin(also big oil merchant)is to resign in 2017.

PS2:Summary to tell now is just the time when global NAZIS power(or Bilderberg power,or

the established elites)had been exposed to global public. Then it is just also the time when

science society must decide to which powers they wish to belong?.

mailto:gutvv1@dc4.so-net.ne.jp
http://www.777true.net/


APPENDIX-1:As for author Suzuki and his reason to concern with climate.

Author’s half life is almost political persecution due to science matters,which has been

being caused by deficit of justice and fair in science society international.They at first

must overcome own egoism and turn the upside down world by declaring scientific truth.

Now the global destiny would entirely depend on coming their deed in facing climate crisis.

[１]：Which will scientists care for People the taxpayer or the Person in highest place?

⑴Authors Working History.

1971:Tokyo Institute of Technology,bachelor of science in applied physics.

⒜1971~1976:Yokogawa Hewlett Packard,engineer(analog circuit,assembler language)

1976~1985;experience in many kind of job more than 20,

⒝1988:Quantum Stochastic Mechanics(position in non employment)

http://www.777true.net/img007-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Stochastic-Mechanics.pdf

http://www.777true.net/img009-Introduction-to-Quantum-Sceience-the-frontline.pd

⒞1993(1995):Quantum Gravitational Dynamics(position in non employment)

http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf

⒟Summary on authors works.

http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf

⒠1995~2006:Technology on Energy Creation by Charge Density Wave(B wave<N.Tesla>).

http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf

*since 2002.life by social welfare payment due to nothing income by business.

⒡2007~2016:Earthquake Dynamics<web:777true.net>

HAARP the Physical Mechanism

http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J54-HAARP-Plasma-Oscillation-Mechanism.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Short-Term-Earthquake-Prediction-by-Phenomena-of-Electro-Seismology.pdf

⒢2007~2016:Climate Science and Political Environment<web:777true.net>

Global Temperature by 0dimensional model.

09,14:http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

2013:http://www.777true.net/Information-Loss-Process-in-NS-Equation_The-Cause-of-Chaos.pd

2016:http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf

⒣ http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

http://www.777true.net/img007-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Stochastic-Mechanics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/img009-Introduction-to-Quantum-Sceience-the-frontline.pd
http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Math-Physical-Science-Library-List-in-777true.net.pdf
http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J54-HAARP-Plasma-Oscillation-Mechanism.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf


⑵Difficulty on exposing science scandal.
Technology with engineer is business(selling goods with price) betting with income

money,where lie could not be.Or false selling become loss and damage with penalty or

compensation.While some kind of science could manage as lie !,unless lie becomes evident

to public.Because amateur in general could not understand higher class science.Thank to

this difficulty,author could have developed method to explain people by easier,but exact.

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf

⑶Author had known the hypocritic reality of science society international.

Following are actual history of author’s experience in younger age.

⒝⒞ in ⑴ are genuine,while science society international had rejected the publishing.

⒝1988:Quantum Stochastic Mechanics.

This is macroscopic physics on matter.The established statistical mechanics has no time

evolution theory from the 1stp principle,then QSM established those.

⒞1993(1995):Quantum Gravitational Dynamics.

This is microscopic physics on matter(elementary particle) from the 1stp principle.

The theory of whole can be described only by so clalled Lagrangean which was determined by

Utiyam(1956)-Faddeev&Popov(1967).However it had an error fixed by author(1993).

Once author was employee in Hewlett Packard Co now the computer maker in USA and has

been a wing of so called military industry complex.He had once become hated by they at

there due to doubt of communist.Since then he had become difficult to get position of

engineer in Japan,and the consequence, he had happened to become physicist(theoretical).

By those finding ⒝⒞ might have caused more hatred against him.Not only them,also

elementary particle physicists had become fear for losing their job by ⒞.It is proof on

completion of elementary particle physics.For an example,1993 in USA congress,they

declared abortion of SSC(12B$ elementary particle accelerator device).It is told USA

physics society at that time did not oppose the decision.

Almost scientists are elites(but not hereditary power)in public institutes with established

power(government).They could not reveal evident error in authors thesis.However kind

researchers indicated reason of no publishing is due to person in high place.

http://www.777true.net/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-toward-Accompli

shing-Global-Stability.pdf

Owing to such ugly affair,Japanese physicists were frequently given Nobel prize.However

elementary particle physics has no damage to people(but tax payers must pay for fake job),

But it is only climate science that could not be so !!!.

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-toward-Accomplishing-Global-Stability.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-toward-Accomplishing-Global-Stability.pdf


⑷It may be someone’s trick to enforce him toward concern climate.
At first,why non climate expert author had become concerned with climate should be

explained...It may be someone’s trick to force him to concern climate.If he had not become

curious ill in November 2006(encephalitic inflammatory by Dr’s diagnosis,however it may be

lie,because the symptom do not agree.In hospital,medical torture was by evil nurse),I would

not have concerned.It is the ill that turned him to employ internet,because hard work could

not do at that time for few months,so he bought computer with internet.And the

consequence,he had known climate reality.The initiation was by Jucelino Nobrega Da Luz
the strong Brazilian prophet on coming awful climate in TV show at end of 2007 Japan.

Climate detail never be mentioned news paper or TV the established media.Why is it author

to ,or could concern with climate hated as communism in the capitalism regime with massive

oil consumption ?.Author happened to have college colleague an expert on fluid dynamics,

who taught him some climate basic,one was significant role of ocean in climate dynamics

and revealed Arctic Methane Emergency.Then he was angry for rejecting him joining the

national project study.“Mathematician is no necessary”.Now they may have terribly regretted

on Fluid Dynamics the Fundamental.Climate scientists general except so called climate

modeler seem hate math??,while the modeler hate small computer capacity.However real

cause may be not the capacity.

*the uncertainty of climate general in fluid dynamics field is mainly due to uncertainty

generated by Fluid Dynamics Equation.

2013:http://www.777true.net/Information-Loss-Process-in-NS-Equation_The-Cause-of-Chaos.pd

2016:http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf

⑸Climate Destiny Prophecy by Artists<please listen these music>.

MARVIN GAYE - SAVE THE CHILDREN(1971)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHpj_1BJT0Q

The Rolling Stones - Jumpin Jack Flash-HQ(1969)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQSGw0hMd_I

Horowitz - Vers la Flamme ( Scriabin,1914 )
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw

These happened to be in author’s music collection.And he noticed the prophecy.Following is

Jucelino’s decisive prediction on 2043.Note he also adivise that future prediction could be

changed by our will and action at now !.

http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHpj_1BJT0Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQSGw0hMd_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw


Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is done in

time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jucelino Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm

The coming 2043 would not due to CO2 global warming in rather slow tempo,but to rapid

collapse by Arctic methane catastrophe.

⑹IPCC climate science for policy maker will not save the world !!.
Climate science(IPCC)could not be ordinal one ,because it is deadly problem of die or do.

Also they(IPCC)were given Nobel Prize in order to camouflage their deadly hypocritics.

Above all,they never will declare imminent risk of Arctic Methane Catastrophe.
In closed room,they might have decided no salvation means by anymore to be silent .

Understanding Methane catastrophe mechanism-itself is not difficult to people.Though,

certaintly the salvation technology(Arctic Cooling)has not be proved to be certain.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster.

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html

Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,

produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic

for modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling

could be replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the

technology is ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.

＊red characters are by author.

Note World military budget＝1.7  /ｙ,World Oil spending 26  /ｙ !!

http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

IPCC the mappet ruled by the oil merchant.

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Irresponsible-Scientists-Subordinate-of-Satan.pdf

⑺Actuality of climate researchers in Japan.

There would be none,but this supreme problem that would have destine life on earth,

While,no research(but few such by NGO group AMEG)is evidently not normal.

Recent climate scientists will not debate Arctic Methane.Once author visited research

institute on Arctic Climate Research,to his astonishment,this highest priority problem is

http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf
file://C:\Documents%20and%20Settings\motoji%20suzuki\My%20Documents\My%20Documents\Gdocument\my%20document%20SPL\my%20HPYH1\Irresponsible-Scientists-Subordinate-of-Satan.pdf


almost not their task,but their study seems something stupid.Also to another climate

research general,he visited,however also their study seems out of emergency target.

Summary to tell,almost stupid studies are running on by our tax in Japan.It seems as if they

prepare to write dying certificate(Arctic climate toward catastrophe)...upside down world

*So far authors survey on climate science department in university,or research
institution in Japan,talents seem not want to join,but flee from there.For example,authors

graduated technical college(tax payed),there is no climate experts in geo-science

department !!!. It is entirely terrible sabotage and corruption of academy.

[２]:Survey on Political Environment had derived “the wicked spirit in high place”.

Never misunderstand that author intend to accuse only climate scientists.Also he had known

awful suppression on climate scientist society due to the oil merchant.Then note the

suppression is not only toward scientist,but also politician,public officer,..........,and media.

Thereby,all of us together must at first make global solidarity with the truth toward turning

the upside down world.It is engineering to correct and recover the decent world now facing

deadly political,economical and climate catastrophe.

⑴The over view.
Now the world has been rolling with massive oil consuming.Oil civilization had been initiated

and grown with hegemony winning by the oil merchant emperor Rockefeller.Now he is not

mere a wealthiest merchant,but also the substantial global generalissimo.

http://www.777true.net/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-toward-Accompli

shing-Global-Stability.pdf

http://www.777true.net/To-be-or-not-to-be-Planet-Terminator_the-supreme-decision-on-Climate..pdf

http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

⑵Distinguished talents with politically accusing the established regime would face risk.

These kind of engineering never be accomplished without taking risk,but with mass support.

⒜John Lennon “Imagine”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwUGSYDKUxU

Power to the People: John Lennon’s Legacy Lives On

http://www.counterpunch.org/2016/12/08/88929/

⒝Michael Jackson”Man in the mirror”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zqe5NP86OCc

http://www.777true.net/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-toward-Accomplishing-Global-Stability.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-toward-Accomplishing-Global-Stability.pdf
http://www.777true.net/To-be-or-not-to-be-Planet-Terminator_the-supreme-decision-on-Climate..pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwUGSYDKUxU
http://www.counterpunch.org/2016/12/08/88929/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zqe5NP86OCc


⒞JFK (4,5/7) Movie CLIP - A Meeting with X / - Coup d'État (1991)HD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSw9sjqYK_I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuUtu2xRGgY

⒟Martin Luther King, Jr. I Have A Dream Speech

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vDWWy4CMhE

⒠Wikileaks Julian Assange Is BACK! Speaks About Hillary Clinton & John Podesta
on October 26th, 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QwmdWVzdc4

⒡Edward Snowden Speaks About Hillary Clinton Emails, Trump And Freedom
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZWb0JNFlYw

⒢Collateral Murder - Bradley Manning Leaked Video Clip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yw442y2fTeU

All of those are righteous engineering to correct government’s criminal !!!.President Obama

at now and next President Trump must do correct the wrong policy !!.

⑶The Bible,Ephesians. http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high

places.Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.:Stand therefore, having your

loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;And your feet

shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith,

wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

⑷Law and Order.
In the upside down world having been ruled by the wicked spirit in high place,

sometimes things the very important has been broken by lawless(9/11 terror causing false

flag wars,Haiti and Japan attacked by earthquake weapon by hidden special troop in USA).

Now the upside down world has been rolling on by those lawless ruling with the power .

A decent society has been kept its order by our voluntary CONTRACTION by justice & fair.

It is which that could make maximum benefit for all(democracy ordered by God).

It is not that could make maximum benefit only for the wicked spirit in high place.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSw9sjqYK_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuUtu2xRGgY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vDWWy4CMhE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QwmdWVzdc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZWb0JNFlYw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yw442y2fTeU
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm


In other word,now they have faced deadly point,from where they could not escaple without

aide of lawless or fake.If law order would have been acting on,a righteous engineering never

will be defeated.

* A national law sometimes has become contradictory to humanity law in its actual

employment,for example,⒠⒡⒢ might be illegal in incomplete national low,however they

are essentially righteous engineer to fix government criminal.It evidently becomes uside

down that criminal government is to punish innocent hero who tried to save nation.

In fact,it is those who told them guilty is actual guilty in the criminal government(USA).

⑸Scientists must also develop engineering to rapidly make Climate Leaders.
Even any political leader ability,they could not implement their actual policy without

strong supporting by subordinates.Above all,science matter may be so.Then

why climate science society has been being defeated on in their effectiveness ??.

Why also climate activist orgs has been being defeated on in their effectiveness ??.

Something? the decisive is being deficit on.

 :In authors opinion,those must be a style of declaration such as

“You must rapidly go hospital to take surgery operation !
Or you shall surely die !!.
Thereby we scientists with engineers have made the program with preparing
tools necessary”.

 :Political Suppression ?!!.
If really scientist,they could make global solidarity by unique truth more rapidly than

anyone else.Their deed must be good model and people would surely follow it !!.

*Gödel Completeness Theorem assures uniqueness of solution in math science.

Theory includes also statistical one.

http://www.777true.net/Goedel-Chaos.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Goedel-Chaos.pdf


APPENDIX-2:Overwhelming Judgment of SCIENCE.

http://www.777true.net/Overwhelming-Judgment-of-SCIENCE.pdf

A righteous conclusion in Science is fundamentally unique to be simultaneously overwhelming

judgment.The Scientific valid is described. And also serious interference on on those are

revealed.This is the most emergent and highest priority problem at now world.

＊Mathew 5:37,

Let your word be "Yes,Yes,or"No,No:

anything more than this comes from the evil one.

＊2013 USA Inauguration Speech,by President Barack Obama.

http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/02/12/state-of-the-union-2013-full-text-obamas-speech-f

ocuses-on-middle-class/

“Or we can choose to believe in the overwhelming judgment of science – and act before

it’s too late..................................But if Congress won’t act soon to protect future generations,

I will. I will ,I will direct my Cabinet to come up with executive actions we can take, now and

in the future, to reduce pollution, prepare our communities for the consequences of climate

change, and speed the transition to more sustainable sources of energy.”

＊"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get it to

stand up straight?" -Eduardo Galeano

http://upsidedownworld.org/main/

APPENDIX-3:Decision Making.
Decision making in business,engineering,politics,and military operation are ordinary

considered as that with risk(uncertainty)taking. While in science, it might be nothing,

because their conclusion must be decisively certain by theoretical or experimental. Then

their vigorous research initiation may be risk taking,however most recent young researchers

seems conservative due to long learning process<author wish this view is wrong>.Of course

someone in science society could be risk taker.Especially climate scientists seems very

nervous on so called climate uncertainty(unpredictable macroscopic large fluctuation in

various climate variables,however the fluctuation must be with certain probability density

function).Thereby it could be problem overcome.Now we the outsiders only have been

expecting their bold decision making with global solidarity.No decision making is to
become final decision on our extinction the supreme stupidity..

http://www.777true.net/Overwhelming-Judgment-of-SCIENCE.pdf
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/02/12/state-of-the-union-2013-full-text-obamas-speech-focuses-on-middle-class/
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/02/12/state-of-the-union-2013-full-text-obamas-speech-focuses-on-middle-class/
http://upsidedownworld.org/main/

